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I.  What Is Firehose?      

• At this point you have a broad sense of TCGA goals, data stream, and portals

• But how do they come together to answer common biological questions?

‣ Mutation calling, classifying, summarizing and significance-testing

‣ Copy number alteration detection and significance-testing

‣ Expression- and methylation-based clustering

‣ Associating genomic data with common clinical, treatment or survival groups

• For example:

Is my gene of interest altered in this tumor type?   How?
Is that alteration significantly above the background rate?
What distinguishes tumors with clinical or molecular feature X?

• There is no one-size-fits-all, cookie-cutter method to answer such questions

• But some analyses are common to many questions and can be automated:



I.  What Is Firehose?      

• These common results then become building blocks for higher-level analysis  

• So that downstream users do not have to repeat each time

• Or ad-hoc reinvent methods for

• Nor download all low-level data from which they were generated

•   ... just to utilize a lower-level analysis result for higher-level, integrative questions

• Nor should they institute their own ad-hoc data freeze/versioning scheme 

•  ... to ensure accuracy and traceability of analytic/statistical results

• Nor institute ad-hoc QC program ... to minimize human error in large-data analyses

It is these concerns which Firehose aims to address.



Where Does Firehose Fit in TCGA?
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By tracing the life cycle of a sample ...

• Normalized, Versioned Data
• Level 4 Std Analyses Results
• Biologist-Friendly Reports
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Firehose Goals

•  Version control for computational experiments

•  Coupled with automated pipeline infrastructure

•  Where both analysis code AND data are versioned

•  Towards highest possible standards of:

Everything computed as quickly as possible.
        ...        verified as accurately as possible.
        ...        recorded as completely as possible.

‣  Throughput
‣  Transparency          Reproducibility
‣  Scientific Vetting
‣  And ultimately, Reliability



The Bad Old Days:  Manual Experiments 

%  create a folder

%  download data.from.some.where

%  run_your_computational_analysis

Then do it again Nov 13,  17, ...
Then forget ... and search, search, search
Then repeat ALL for 19 more tumors 

GBM, LUNG, AML, ...

Then multiply by 5, 10 ...  comp bios at your site



Doesn’t Scale to TCGA

• 21 tumor sets, (up to 5 data types)

• Mutation calls for 8 tumor types
• 3085 patient cases
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So, Firehose Produces

1. Biologist-Friendly reports, companioned with

2. Regular package of standard analyses results (~monthly)

For published, vetted algorithms:  GISTIC, MutSig, ...

3. From version-stamped, normalized datasets

Generated at Broad, precursor to automated pipeline

These broadly map to 3 use cases, loosely
corresponding to computational preference.



Use Case 1:  Brief

• Browse reports only

• High Level : capture flavor, not depth

• Quickly gain sense of big picture for tumor type X

• When time is short:   think PIs

• Useful for idea creation, hypothesis generation

• Can be offline :

‣ On a plane 
‣ Or in tedious meetings



Use Case 2:  Hands On

• Perhaps start with reports for perspective, but also

• Explore automated analysis results in more depth

• Load output data files from DCC into R, Matlab, etc

• Low-hanging point-of-reference for your custom analyses

• Durability of DCC archive fosters citable referencing:

“Oh, that’s interesting, maybe my code has
  found something here ... I wonder if this is
  seen in the Firehose results, too?”

“We compared our results to TCGA dataset

  version X generated by Firehose version Y”



Use Case 3:  Cutting Edge

• Computational sophisticate

• Maybe doesn’t want canned analyses

• Or wants to verify automated pipeline output

• Prefers to reprocess entire analysis sequence 

• From scratch, using only lowest-level data

• Normalized, versioned data VERY useful here:

‣ Avoid hard/tedious work of aggregating & normalizing data 
by hand from 19 centers

‣ Fosters concordant views of data: my result may differ from 
yours because I used v3 of TCGA dataset, but you used v2



III:  Science Content at A Glance

Now Nils Gehlenborg will provide an overview 
of results & reports generated in Firehose.

•  Our hope is that they enable readers (like clinical trialists)

•  With just a few glances at common representational figures

•  Not deep head-scratching

•  To quickly take pulse of pipeline for a given tumor type



Firehose Reports: Example 1



Firehose Reports: Example 2



Firehose Reports: Example 3



Firehose Reports: Rationale

Make effective interpretation of analysis 
results as efficient as possible.

• quick overview of an analysis

• easy to navigate to “relevant” findings

• in-depth information available



Firehose Reports: Structure

Report content is organized like a paper

• Overview (“Abstract”)

• Results

• Methods & Data



IV.  Dumb Computers Iterating To Excellence

•  Work in Progress:  not easy, partly because
 Algorithms & data evolving rapidly
  QC still developing, in areas such as:

  batch effects, analytic verification
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• Humans needed in cycle to interpret biology & stats
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Following Up

Reports Signup:        http://bit.ly/nci_tsm_tcga

Firehose Website:     http://gdac.broadinstitute.org

Firehose Email:        gdac@broadinstitute.org
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